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OVERVIEW
Violence along the U.S. – Mexico

border draws national and interna-
tional attention.  While most of the
violence has occurred in Mexico, the
threat of violence spilling over into
the United States is real.

Law enforcement throughout the
southwest is combating a host of
criminal activity, including illegal
drug smuggling, human smuggling
and human trafficking, money laun-
dering, gun running, identity theft
and more.  Phoenix ranks only be-
hind Mexico City in the number of
kidnappings, most if not all of which
are tied to drug cartels in Mexico.
Undocumented aliens are held
against their will by human smug-
glers and traffickers at “drop house”
locations throughout Phoenix and
surrounding cities. Guns are bought
by “straw purchasers” in Arizona
and sent to Mexico.

AVAILABILITY
Arizona is America’s pipeline for Mexican marijuana.

It is the drug most frequently encountered by the Bor-
der Patrol (BP) and Immigration and Customs Enforce-
ment (ICE) at and between the Points Of Entries (POEs),
at interdiction checkpoints and during routine traffic
stops by the Arizona Department of Public Safety (DPS). 

Once across the border, marijuana is transported to
Phoenix or Tucson to be stored in stash houses until
arrangements are made for further distribution. Typi-
cally, marijuana is stashed in 500 to 1,000 pound lots
on a consignment basis. Mexican Drug Trafficking Or-
ganizations (DTOs) are the principal marijuana trans-
porters and distributors active at the border.
Transportation of marijuana to major cities in the
Northwest, Northeast, and Midwest is handled by
loosely affiliated transportation groups providing smug-
gling services to the larger trafficking organizations. 

An estimated 5 to 10 percent of all marijuana produced in Mexico is 

transported by highly organized and compartmentalized Mexican DTOs each

year through the Tohono O’odham Reservation, which accounts for less than

4 percent of the U.S.-Mexico Border. Drug traffickers exploit the vast

stretches of remote, sparsely populated desert, the 75 miles of largely 

unprotected border with Mexico, and the highways that connect the 

reservation to major metropolitan areas to distribute illicit drugs in markets

throughout the United States.

Source: National Drug Threat Assessment 2010 
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IMPACT OF DTO ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES AFFECTING ARIZONA

Source: Phoenix Police Department 

DROP HOUSES/HOME INVASIONS

Source: Phoenix Police Department 

KIDNAPPING INCIDENTS

Phoenix

Tucson

Source: Tucson HIDTA

Phoenix

(Tucson did not form Home Invasion/Kidnapping task force until 2008)

Reprinted with permission from originator
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TRAFFICKING PATTERNS
• Increased counter surveillance

tactics
• GPS devices hidden inside 

marijuana bales
• More loads accompanied by

armed guards and using weapons
against law enforcement

TRANSPORTATION
An emerging trend in Arizona is

the use of ultra light aircraft (ULA) for
smuggling narcotics into the United
States.  Drug Trafficking Organiza-
tions have recently exploited the use
of ULA in the areas of Yuma, Wellton,
Ajo, Nogales, Sonoita, and eastern
portions of Arizona to include area
near Lordsburg, New Mexico.  The Air
and Marine Coordination Center have
identified these flight corridors
through radar detection and reduc-
tion.

DTOs continue to exploit the use
of ultra lights in the areas of Yuma,
Wellton, Ajo, Nogales, Sonoita, and
eastern portions of Arizona to include

Douglas, Naco, and Lordsburg, New
Mexico.  The ultra light traffic is be-
ginning to increase from the begin-
ning of the fiscal year.

The increased use of ULA could be
a direct result of the surge and in-
creased law enforcement agency
(LEA) presence along the border.
ULAs allow the DTOs the ability to
avoid the gauntlet of LEA presence
and deliver their narcotics closer to
interior stash locations.  A ULA also
gets the DTO's narcotics in quicker
and with minimal resources.  With
two ULA flights, a DTO can deliver a
minimum of 500 pounds of mari-
juana in a matter of hours, a feat
that when using drug mules could
take five to six days.  The DTO would
then have the added responsibility of
getting their mules and guides back
to Mexico for their next shipment.
ULAs allow for greater secrecy by
launching further away from the bor-
der, using less personnel and only
the pilot having knowledge of the
drop off site.  No longer can a mule
working for the DTO provide informa-

tion to a competing DTO or rip-off
crew when a load is expect to depart
Mexico, thus DTOs can avoid the rip-
off crews and border bandits operat-
ing along their drug smuggling
routes.

ICE CORE MISSION AREA ASSESSMENT 
(April 15, 2010) by ICE Office of Intelligence

CARTELS
The Mexican DTOs are the pri-

mary drug-related threat to the Ari-
zona border.  They regularly smuggle
ton quantities of marijuana and
multi-kilogram quantities of cocaine,
heroin, and ice methamphetamine
from Mexico into Arizona.  According
to U.S. Customs and Border Protec-
tion (CBP) officials, more marijuana
is seized along the border in Arizona
than in any other Southwest border
state.  Mexican DTOs have estab-
lished sophisticated and far-reaching
drug transportation and distribution
networks along the U.S.-Mexico bor-
der in Arizona. 

Drug Trafficking Organizations

Source: www.justice.gov/ndic
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operating in Sonora Mexico continue
to jockey for control of the plazas in
northern Sonora, Mexico.  The main
confrontation continues to be be-
tween the Sinaloa Cartel and the Bel-
tran Leyva Organization (BLO).

The Sinaloa Cartel, Beltrán Leyva
Organization, and the Juárez Cartel,
are all attempting control of the areas
in Nogales, Cananea, Agua Prieta,
Caborca, and Magdalena, Sonora.
Recent reporting and incidents that
have drastically changed the control
of these areas are the recent killing of
Arturo BELTRAN-Leyva by Mexican
Naval Special Forces and some of the
key members of his organization.  In
addition, the arrest of Carlos BEL-
TRAN-Leyva and the kidnapping of
Hector BELTRAN-Leyva’s wife will
also fuel the fire for retaliation be-
tween the already tense relations with
the Sinaloa Cartel.  Current reporting
indicates the BLO is aligned with the
Juarez Cartel and the Los Zetas.

Some of the issues concerning the
drastic change in cartel leadership of
the BLO will be if Hector BELTRA-
Leyva can maintain control of the
BLO without any internal riffs.  The
other top leaders of the BLO may
have a lack of respect or support for

Hector in his recent ascension into
leadership causing the others mem-
bers to splinter off into “mini” cartels
or to try to align themselves with
other existing cartels.  Another issue
will be if Hector can maintain the
BLO’s alliance with Los Zetas.  With-
out Los Zetas support, the BLO will be
very susceptible of being overtaken
from the Sinaloa Cartel.  It is sus-
pected that the Sinaloa cartel will con-
tinue to attempt to take control of
BLO territory while the BLO is at-
tempting to recover from the recent
occurrences affecting their organiza-
tion.  Due to this, some of the residual
hostility toward the two organizations
may have an effect in the U.S. by in-
creased border violence pertaining to
bajadores activity and home inva-
sions.  Currently the DTOs are con-
ducting their main attacks on each
other on Mexican soil as they feel
more secure in their environment.

ICE CORE MISSION AREA ASSESSMENT 
(April 15, 2010) by ICE Office of Intelligence

GANGS
Street gangs along the Arizona–

Mexico border region have discovered
the large profits and minimal penal-
ties associated with alien smuggling

and have become very receptive to
cartel recruitment via Mexican Mafia,
and individual recruiters in border
towns on both sides of the border.
Through custodial interviews, many
street gang members arrested for
smuggling aliens and/or drugs from
Mexico admitted they were recruited
while either walking the streets or
awaiting to be smuggled into the
United States themselves.  Several
gang members stated they were ap-
proached by drug smugglers because
the gang members’ gang tattoos were
visible.  Gang members conduct vari-
ous jobs including transporting aliens
and drugs, selling drugs, intimidating
or killing rival cartel members and
associates.

The Arizona State Gang Task Force
is seeing an increase of gang presence
in the rural areas throughout the
state.  Counter gang operations in the
urban cities are forcing well-known
gang members into the more remote
communities of rural Arizona.  For
example, numerous Mexican Mafia
members and associates have been
documented in Safford, Wilcox,
Flagstaff, and Kingman.

There does not seem to be a large
Mara Salvatrucha 13 (MS-13) clique

GREATEST DRUG THREAT, BY REGION, 
AS REPORTED BY STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES
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established in the Arizona Corridor;
however, many members have been
apprehended throughout the state.
Many of the MS-13 members inter-
viewed by various agencies seem to
have been recruited on an individual
basis to move loads of aliens, as op-
posed to recruiting entire MS-13
cliques.

Latino gangs are not the only type
of gang involved in alien smuggling
and drug trafficking.  There have
been reports of many U.S. citizen
gangs involved in transporting aliens
and drugs for profit, i.e. White Su-
premacists, Crips, and Outlaw Motor-
cycle Gangs.

In Arizona, most of the gang activ-
ity is managed by the Mexican Mafia.
Though the different Mexican Mafia
factions are prison gangs, they con-
trol most street level activities.

In recent months, many North-
east-based street gangs (Latin Kings,
Gangster Disciples, Black Gangster
Disciples, etc.) have been arrested in
Arizona.  According to various law en-
forcement interviews, the street gangs
are able to purchase drugs in greater
quantities at lower costs in Arizona
by cutting out the middle man in the
Northeast region.  Some gang mem-

bers personally transport the drugs
back home after the drugs have
crossed into the United States or they
make transportation arrangements
for the drugs while in Arizona.  Nu-
merous county jail interviews
throughout Arizona have revealed
members of these Northeast-based
street gangs intending to relocate to
Arizona once they are released from
jail/prison.  These gang members
could be establishing themselves as
the liaison between the main gang in
the Northeast and the wholesaler in
Arizona.

Arizona law enforcement agencies
have seen an increase in the presence
of Vagos and Bandidos Outlaw Motor-
cycles Gangs.  The Vagos are Califor-
nia-based and dominantly Hispanic
with strong ties to Mexico.  The Ban-
didos are similar to the Vagos but are
based out of  Texas and New Mexico.
Both gangs are known for cross-bor-
der trafficking of weapons, stolen ve-
hicles, drugs, etc.  The Vagos have set
up a chapter in Mohave County, Ari-
zona, and the Bandidos have only
been seen attending regular motorcy-
cle rallies in Arizona.  Arizona is dom-
inated by the Hells Angels Outlaw
Motorcycle Club, which historically

does not allow minorities in the gang
and rivals both Vagos and Bandidos.
Hells Angels are known for cross-
border weapons trafficking and coordi-
nating drug distribution in the United
States.  Since both the Vagos and
Bandidos have strong ties to include
official club chapters in Mexico, the
increased presence of the two Outlaw
Motorcycle Gangs in Arizona could
mean both gangs are planning to
move in on the Hells Angels’ business.

ICE CORE MISSION AREA ASSESSMENT 
(April 15, 2010) by ICE Office of Intelligence

SUMMARY: 
THE ARIZONA–MEXICO

BORDER
The largely uninhabited Arizona-

Mexico border extends 366 miles
along the southwest border of the
United States. It is difficult for law en-
forcement to monitor and apprehend
illegal aliens and contraband crossing
this vast expanse of uninhabited land.
DTOs currently exploit this vulnera-
bility for profit by human trafficking
and also in transporting illegal drugs,
currency, weapons and stolen vehicles
across the Arizona-Mexico border.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING
TO DRUG-RELATED
VIOLENCE IN MEXICO
AND ARIZONA

• Competition among cartels over
smuggling routes

• Crackdown by the Mexican gov-
ernment

• Increased violence toward U.S.
law enforcement

• Smaller Mexican towns uprising
against the cartels

LAW ENFORCEMENT
AND THE BORDER

Border violence and crimes extend
throughout Arizona.  Law enforcement
officers on this side of the border must
be diligence in keeping themselves and
their fellow officers and agents safe. 


